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Self-force theory is the leading method of modeling extreme-mass-ratio inspirals (EMRIs), key
sources for the gravitational-wave detector LISA. It is well known that for an accurate EMRI
model, second-order self-force effects are critical, but calculations of these effects have been beset by
obstacles. In this letter we present the first implementation of a complete scheme for second-order
self-force computations, specialized to the case of quasicircular orbits about a Schwarzschild black
hole. As a demonstration, we calculate the gravitational binding energy of these binaries.

Recent years have seen profound advances in our
knowledge of the gravitational two-body problem. The
LIGO and Virgo Collaborations’ landmark detections of
gravitational waves have provided our first observations
of highly relativistic two-body systems in nature [1–3].
These observations have been enabled by (and have val-
idated) our theoretical models of such systems, without
which the observed waves would be unintelligible. Great
strides continue to be made in these models through-
out the binary parameter space: in the venerable post-
Newtonian (PN) theory [4–6], which applies for bina-
ries with large orbital separations; in numerical relativ-
ity (NR) [7], which applies for small separations and
comparable masses; and in post-geodesic, gravitational
self-force (SF) theory [8, 9], which applies for disparate
masses.

By interfacing in regimes of mutual validity, these dis-
tinct models have also fruitfully informed and improved
one another, often in unforeseen ways [10–15]. Con-
currently, the phenomenological effective-one-body the-
ory [16] has begun to synthesize them into a single, uni-
versal model of two-body systems [17–19].

However, despite these advances, modeling has re-
mained critically limited in the small-mass-ratio, SF
regime. For ground-based detectors such as LIGO,
comparable-mass binaries are the dominant sources, and
consequently the most effort has gone into modeling
them. However, when it launches, the space-based detec-
tor LISA will observe extreme-mass-ratio inspirals (EM-
RIs), in which stellar-mass BHs or neutron stars spiral
into supermassive BHs [20]. These systems will allow
us to precisely measure corrections to the test-particle,
geodesic approximation for the small companion in the
binary, and the intricate waveforms they emit will encode
incomparably precise maps of the supermassive BHs’
spacetimes [21]. Due to their unique scientific potential,
EMRIs have been a prime motivator for the development
of SF theory. But SF theory is based on a perturbative
expansion, limited by the order to which it is carried: the
small companion acts as a source of perturbation of the

central BH’s spacetime, and that perturbation then ex-
erts a SF back on the small companion, driving it away
from geodesic motion [22–26]. Accurately extracting sys-
tem parameters from an EMRI waveform requires carry-
ing this expansion to second perturbative order [27]. Yet
despite tremendous progress in the SF programme over
the past two decades, computations at second order have
remained out of reach.

Working at second order comes with numerous chal-
lenges. At the foundational level, the point-particle ap-
proximation for the small object fails, and only in 2012
were viable formulations of second-order SF theory de-
rived [28–31], after some years of preparatory work [32–
36]. At the level of concrete implementation, new ef-
fects (and new obstacles) arise on both large temporal
and spatial scales [37] and on small scales near the small
object [38]. Until now, only a partial numerical calcula-
tion, based on an incomplete theory, has ever been per-
formed [39].

In this letter, building on progress in [37, 38, 40–42],
we report a milestone in binary modeling: the first im-
plementation of a complete, concrete numerical scheme
for second-order SF calculations. We specialize to qua-
sicircular orbits around a Schwarzschild BH, and in that
context, we compute the binaries’ gravitational binding
energy.
Self-force theory. We begin by expanding the binary’s

metric gµν in powers of the mass ratio ε := m/M ,
where m is the mass of the smaller object, such that
gµν(ε) = gµν +

∑
n≥1 ε

nhnµν . Here gµν is the metric of a
Schwarzschild BH of mass M , and we assume that the
small object is nonspinning and spherical. The equations
of SF theory, through second order in ε, are then given
by [28, 30, 31]

E[h̄1
µν ] = 8πTµν , (1)

E[h̄2R
µν ] = −δ2Gµν [h1]− E[h̄2P

µν ], (2)

D2zα

dτ2
= −1

2
(gαµ + uαuµ) gρδ

(
gµρ − hRµρ

)

×
(
2hRδβ;γ − hRβγ;δ

)
uβuγ , (3)
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subject to the Lorenz gauge condition gρν(εh̄1
µν;ρ +

ε2h̄2
µν;ρ) = O(ε3). Here an overbar denotes trace-reversal,

as in h̄1
µν := h1

µν − 1
2gµνg

αβh1
αβ , and a semicolon denotes

covariant differentiation compatible with gµν . E[h̄µν ] :=
− 1

2

(
gαβh̄µν;αβ + 2Rµ

α
ν
βh̄αβ

)
is the linearized Einstein

tensor in the Lorenz gauge, and δ2Gµν [h1] is the term
quadratic in h1

µν in the expansion of the Einstein ten-
sor. At leading, linear order, in Eq. (1), the small object
is represented by a point-mass stress-energy Tµν . The
point mass moves on a representative worldline zµ gov-
erned by Eq. (3), in which τ is proper time as measured
in gµν , uµ := dzµ/dτ is the particle’s four-velocity, and
D2zα

dτ2 = uβuα;β is its covariant acceleration.

Beyond linear order, the point-particle approximation
breaks down, and in Eq. (2) we instead split the phys-
ical field into hµν = hPµν + hRµν . hPµν =

∑
n≥1 ε

nhnPµν is
a puncture in the geometry, given in covariant form in
Eqs. (126)–(133) of [40]. It diverges on zµ, but asymp-
totically near zµ it is the dominant part of the physical
metric outside the small object. hRµν =

∑
n≥1 ε

nhnRµν is
the residual field. It governs the motion of zµ, exerting
the SF (per unit mass) on the right-hand side of Eq. (3).
At first order, one can solve Eq. (1) directly for h1

µν , af-

terward recovering h1R
µν = h1

µν − h1P
µν . At second order,

one must instead solve Eq. (2) directly for h2R
µν , with h2P

µν

moved to the right-hand side and treated as a source;
this is necessary to cancel the nonintegrable singularity
in δ2Gµν [h1] at zµ. At some distance from zµ, hnPµν tran-

sitions to zero, such that beyond that distance, hnRµν is
equal to the physical field hnµν .

Quasicircular orbits. We now suppose that the small
object is slowly spiraling into the BH along a quasicir-
cular trajectory. To efficiently account for the system’s
slow evolution, we perform a multiscale expansion of zµ

and hnµν , following Sec. IV of [37]. We introduce a “slow

time” variable t̃ := εt, where t is Schwarzschild time,
and we write the worldline in Schwarzschild coordinates
as zµ(t̃, ε) = {t, rp(t̃, ε), π/2, φp(t̃, ε)}. Both the orbital

radius rp and frequency Ω :=
dφp
dt evolve slowly due to

dissipation, on the timescale t̃ ∼M , with expansions

rp(t̃, ε) = r0(t̃) + εr1(t̃) +O(ε2), (4)

Ω(t̃, ε) = Ω0(t̃) + εΩ1(t̃) +O(ε2). (5)

The azimuthal phase, which varies on the timescale t ∼
M , is recovered from Ω as

φp(t̃, ε) =

∫
Ωdt =

1

ε

∫
Ω(t̃, ε)dt̃. (6)

Substituting these expansions into Eq. (3) leads to a
sequence of equations for drn/dt̃ and Ωn(rn). In partic-

ular, the zeroth-order frequency is Ω0 =
√

M
r30

, a slowly

evolving version of the usual geodesic frequency, and its

first-order correction is

Ω1 = − 1

2r0f0Ω0

[
(ut0)−2F r1 (r0) + 3Ω2

0f0r1

]
, (7)

where Fα1 (r0) = 1
2g
αβ∂βh

1R
µν (r0)uµ0u

ν
0 is the first-order

SF per unit mass, uµ0 = ut0(1, 0, 0,Ω0) is the zeroth-order

four-velocity, ut0 = 1/
√

1− 3M/r0, and f0 := 1−2M/r0.
These expressions provide the instantaneous frequency as
a function of orbital radius; the equations for dr0/dt̃ and
dr1/dt̃, which will not be needed explicitly here, then
determine how the frequency evolves with time.

Still following [37], we now note that Tµν ∝ δ[r −
rp(t̃, ε)]δ(θ − π/2)δ[φ − φp(t̃, ε)] is a periodic function
of φp(t̃, ε). Specifically, if we expand the angular delta
functions in spherical harmonics Ylm, then Tlm ∝
e−imφp(t̃,ε). This motivates us to adopt φp := φp(t̃, ε) as
our “fast time” variable and expand Tµν , hnPµν , and hnµν in

powers of ε at fixed t̃ and φp. By simultaneously expand-
ing in a basis of tensor spherical harmonics, and absorb-
ing subleading corrections in h1

µν into the new, multiscale
h2
µν , we obtain fields of the form

h̄nµν =
∑

ilm

Rnilm(r, t̃)e−imφpY ilm
µν , (8)

where Y ilm
µν (i = 1, . . . , 10) are Barack-Lousto-Sago har-

monics [43, 44]. Following standard multiscale meth-
ods [45], we then treat t̃ and φp as independent variables
and rewrite the field equations (1)–(2) as equations for
Rnilm(r, t̃). Using the chain rule ∂t = −imΩ + ε∂t̃ and
the expansion (5), and regrouping according to explicit
powers of ε at fixed t̃ and φp, we obtain ordinary differ-
ential equations of the form

E0
ilm[R1]=8πT 1

ilm, (9)

E0
ilm[R2R]=−δ2G0

ilm[R1]−E0
ilm[R2P ]−E1

ilm[R1], (10)

where E0
ilm and δ2G0

ilm are purely radial differential op-
erators, in which we set ∂t = −imΩ0, and E1

ilm is linear
in −imΩ1 + ∂t̃. Equation (9) is identical to a standard
frequency-domain field equation for a point mass on a
circular geodesic of radius r0, as given in, e.g., Eq. (2.10)
of [42]. The stress-energy in it is T 1

ilm ∝ δ(r − r0); the
subleading term in Tµν has been accounted for through
additional terms (∝ r1, Ω1, or dr0/dt̃) in R2P

ilm. Equa-
tions analogous to Eqs. (9)–(10) also follow for the gauge
condition.

On the right-hand side of Eq. (10), we require the
tensor-harmonic modes of h̄2P

µν and δ2Gµν . The former of

these we obtain from the covariant expressions for h2P
µν ,

following Sec. IVA of [42]. The latter we obtain using the
method detailed in [38].

As described in [37], the multiscale expansion breaks
down near infinity and the BH horizon due to long-term
evolution effects propagating over large spatial scales. To
overcome this, we introduce new, analytical expansions
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in those regions. Near future null infinity, we use a post-
Minkowskian (PM) expansion (adapted from Blanchet
and Damour [46]), iteratively solving the field equations
with the Minkowskian retarded Green’s function, specif-
ically following Sec. V of [37]. Near the horizon, we use
an analogous technique with a retarded Green’s function
tailored to the local geometry (inspired by [47]). These
analytical expansions then provide boundary conditions
for our multiscale solution.

Snapshot of the system and specialization to l = 0.
The multiscale framework can ultimately be used to sim-
ulate complete evolutions and their emitted waveforms
(to “post-adiabatic” accuracy, in the sense of [27]). From
the amplitudes Rnilm(t̃, r), one can construct the SF;
from the SF, rn(t̃) and Ω(rn(t̃)); and from Ω, finally
φp(t̃). Equation (8) then yields the full time-domain met-
ric perturbation over the course of the inspiral.

However, as a first implementation, we restrict our-
selves to a single value of t̃, call it t̃0. At t̃0, we specify
that Ω = Ω0, such that our expansion in the limit ε→ 0
is performed at fixed orbital frequency; for a given in-
spiral, this choice can be made freely at any one value
of t̃. r0 is then related to the physical frequency by
Ω =

√
M/r3

0, and from Eq. (7) (with Ω1 = 0), r1 is
given by r1 = −F r1 (r0)/[3(Ω0u

t
0)2f0].

At first order, we solve Eq. (9) using standard
frequency-domain methods [42, 48], choosing a value of
r0 and enforcing outgoing boundary conditions R1

ilm ∝
eimΩr∗ at infinity and ingoing conditions R1

ilm ∝
e−imΩr∗ at the horizon. For stationary (m = 0) modes,
we enforce regularity at the boundaries. Because R1

ilm

carries a flux of energy and angular momentum into the
BH, the BH mass and spin slowly change, becoming
MBH = M + εδM(t̃) + O(ε2), for example. To account
for this, in our first-order solutions we include mass and
angular momentum perturbations proportional to δM(t̃)
and δJ(t̃), respectively. At t̃0, we may freely specify δM
and δJ , and we use that freedom to set δJ(t̃0) = 0, mak-
ing the BH nonspinning through O(ε). However, we can-
not specify dδM

dt̃
(t̃0) and dδJ

dt̃
(t̃0), as they are determined

by the field equations.

At second order, we specialize our demonstration to
the monopole mode, noting that through the nonlin-
ear source δ2Gilm in Eq. (10), this one mode of h2

µν

is sourced by all modes of h1
µν . Since m = 0 if l = 0,

the l = 0 mode of h2
µν is independent of the fast time

φp. There are also only four nonzero components for
l = 0: h̄2

tt, h̄
2
tr, h̄

2
rr, and the trace gµν h̄2

µν (correspond-
ing to i = 1, 2, 3, and 6). The field equations for these
components split cleanly into a dissipative sector (anti-
symmetric under reversal of t and φ) and a conservative
sector (symmetric under that reversal).

Dissipative sector. For l= 0, the dissipative sector is
confined to the field equations for h̄2

tr (corresponding to
i = 2). Equation (10) has the schematic form ∂2

r h̄
2R
tr ∼

S2
tr+∂t̃h̄

1
tt+∂t̃h̄

1
rr, where S2

tr includes both the δ2Gtr term
and the puncture terms. We can express the t̃ derivatives
in terms of the slow evolution of system parameters by
writing ∂t̃h̄

1
αβ = dr0

dt̃
∂r0 h̄

1
αβ + dδM

dt̃
∂δM h̄

1
αβ ; we can also

note that the δ2Gtr term is directly proportional to the
flux of gravitational energy across a surface of constant
r [49]. Solving the field equations hence yields h̄2

tr as
a function of dr0/dt̃, dδM/dt̃, FH (the flux down the
horizon), and F∞ (the flux to infinity).

The relationship between those four quantities is then
dictated by the gauge condition, which has the schematic
form ∂rh̄

2
tr ∼ ∂t̃h̄

2
tt. Enforcing this condition on our so-

lution yields conservation equations: d
dt̃
δM = FH, which

tells us that the BH’s mass grows at the rate that energy
is carried into it; and the balance law dE0

dt̃
= −FH−F∞,

which tells us that the particle’s orbital energy decreases
at the rate that energy is carried out across the bound-

aries. Here εE0 = m 1−2M/r0√
1−3M/r0

is the zeroth-order orbital

energy, and dE0
dt̃

= dE0
dr0

dr0
dt̃

. These conservation laws are
well established [50], but our derivation of them stands
as the first major test of our formalism.
Conservative sector. For l= 0, the conservative sector

comprises h̄2
tt, h̄

2
rr, and the trace of h̄2

µν (corresponding
to i = 1, 3, 6). Equation (10) becomes three coupled ra-
dial equations for these components, constrained by the
gauge condition. Unlike in the dissipative sector, these
equations involve only the “instantaneous” state of the
system, with no t̃ derivatives appearing. We solve the
coupled equations numerically, subject to the boundary
conditions determined by the PM and near-horizon ex-
pansions.

As a physical output of our calculation, we compute
the binary’s (specific) binding energy, which we define as
Ebind = (MB −MBH −m)/µ. Here MB is the system’s
Bondi mass, MBH is the BH’s perturbed mass, and µ =
mMBH/(m + MBH) is the binary’s reduced mass. We
take MBH to be the BH’s irreducible mass, defined from

its surface area A as MBH =
√
A

16π [51]. For readers

interested in the technical details of our definitions, we
provide a discussion in the Supplemental Material [52].

Both MB and MBH are expressed as expansions in

powers of ε: MB = M + ε(E0 + δM) + ε2M
(2)
B + O(ε3)

and MBH = M + εδM + ε2M
(2)
BH + O(ε3). Given these

expansions, the binding energy is

Ebind = Ê0−1+ε
(
M̂

(2)
B − M̂ (2)

BH + Ê0 − 1
)

+O(ε2), (11)

where Ê0 := E0/M , M̂
(2)
B := M

(2)
B /M , and M̂

(2)
BH :=

M
(2)
BH/M . Here all quantities are functions of r0/M ,

making them dependent on the Schwarzschild radial co-
ordinate and the nonphysical background mass M . We
remove those dependences by reexpressing all quantities
as functions of the physical parameter y = (MBHΩ)2/3.
From r0/M = (MΩ)−2/3 and Ω = y3/2/MBH , we have
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FIG. 1. Self-force correction to the binding energy as a
function of the dimensionless parameter y. Increasing y cor-
responds to decreasing orbital radius. The yellow circles show
our numerical results for Eq. (13). The blue curve shows the
mechanical binding energy (14) derived from the first law of
binary mechanics, plotted using high-accuracy numerical data
from [54]. The inset shows the absolute difference between the
two (blue circles) along with a conservative estimate of our
absolute numerical error (orange triangles). We note that the

values for ESF and Ê0 − 1 ≈ − y
2

are comparable, so the con-
tribution of ESF to the total binding energy is suppressed by
a factor of q relative to the leading term.

r0/M =
[
1 + 2

3ε
ˆδM + O(ε2)

]
/y, where ˆδM := δM/M .

Substituting this into Eq. (11) yields

Ebind = Ê0(y)− 1 + qESF +O(q2), (12)

where q := m/MBH , Ê0(y) := 1−2y√
1−3y

, and

ESF = M̂
(2)
B − M̂ (2)

BH + Ê0(y)− 1 +
ˆδM(1− 6y)y

3(1− 3y)3/2
. (13)

We stress that M̂
(2)
B and M̂

(2)
BH are calculated from the

second-order metric perturbation at infinity and on the
horizon, respectively; ESF appears with only a linear fac-
tor q in Eq. (12) simply because Ebind is normalized by
µ.

Figure 1 displays our numerical results for ESF as a
function of y (∼M/r0). The line marking the innermost
stable circular orbit (ISCO) divides the results into two
physical scenarios. Points to the left correspond to snap-
shots of inspiralling orbits. Points to the right correspond
to snapshots of orbits that spiral outward, toward larger
r0, along a sequence of unstable circular orbits [53]. The
complete data is available in [52].

Although this marks the first direct calculation of
ESF, a certain, locally defined mechanical binding energy
has previously been calculated in a quite different way,
based on a result from the first law of binary mechanics
(FLBM) [15], a powerful tool with a host of recent appli-
cations (reviewed in [55]). The FLBM relates a binary’s

second-order energy to the first-order Detweiler redshift
zSF [56], which is a measure of proper time in the ef-
fective metric gµν + hRµν [57]. If we express Eqs. (3b)
and (4a) from [15] in terms of our variable y, then the
FLBM’s form of ESF is given by

E1st law
SF =

1

2
zSF (y)− y

3

dzSF
dy
− 1 +

√
1− 3y

+
y

6

5− 12y

(1− 3y)3/2
. (14)

Returning to Fig. 1, we see that E1st law
SF agrees fairly

well with our results for ESF , but the inset shows that the
disagreement is larger than our numerical uncertainty.
This is not surprising: although various formulations of
the FLBM have been derived [55, 56, 58–61], none of
them precisely applies to our particular scenario. Each
of them is derived for a fully conservative spacetime with
an exact helical Killing vector kµ = (1, 0, 0,Ω), corre-
sponding to a binary in an eternally circular orbit. Our
calculation, on the other hand, applies to an evolving
system satisfying retarded boundary conditions.

In addition to that critical difference, the version of
the FLBM that is most applicable to our scenario, de-
rived in [61], does not define the binding energy from
the system’s Bondi mass. Instead, as alluded to above,
it uses a local, mechanical energy. Our results suggest
that this mechanical energy can approximately, but not
precisely, be identified with MB . A different, earlier ver-
sion of the FLBM does work with an energy measured
at infinity [56], but it is restricted in other ways: it is
derived for a system of two point particles, not a particle
orbiting a large BH, and only for a nonphysical space-
time that is both helically symmetric and asymptotically
flat. No exact solution to the Einstein equations satisfies
those last two criteria; physically, maintaining the circu-
lar orbit would require an influx of energy from infinity,
preventing asymptotic flatness.

However, despite these limitations, NR simulations
have shown that the FLBM applies remarkably well to
BH binaries even in the presence of dissipation [15, 62].
Our results further illuminate this, demonstrating that
the FLBM applies to a good approximation through sec-
ond order in perturbation theory, to snapshots of the
physical, evolving spacetime of an EMRI over an orbital
timescale t ∼ M around a constant-t̃ slice. Only in the
strong-field region, for orbits near (and below) the ISCO,
does the FLBM begin to substantially disagree with our
full, physical result.

The Supplemental Material contains a more thorough
discussion of the comparison.
Future directions. The methods we have described in

this letter will be the launching point for numerous cal-
culations. In the near term, we will apply our framework
to compute higher lm modes, from which we can ex-
tract the binary’s angular momentum, the second-order
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Detweiler redshift [63] and other conservative quantities,
and the fluxes of energy and angular momentum carried
off in gravitational waves. With all the modes in hand, we
will also compute the second-order SF and hence obtain
second-order-accurate inspirals and their emitted wave-
forms. Ultimately, we will work to extend our method to
the astrophysically realistic scenario of noncircular orbits
in Kerr spacetime.
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Supplemental material

In this supplemental material, we provide (i) additional technical details on our calculation of the binding energy,
(ii) a table of our numerical results, (iii) a discussion of various potential causes of disagreement with the binding
energy from the FLBM, (iv) a comparison with the PN binding energy.

CALCULATION OF THE BINDING ENERGY

As described in the body of the letter, we define the specific gravitational binding energy as Ebind = (MB −m −
MBH)/µ. Here we describe more precisely our calculations of the Bondi mass MB and BH mass MBH .

Each of the two masses depends delicately on where it is calculated. MB is calculated on a two-dimensional cross-
section of future null infinity I+, and its value depends on which cross section we choose; this dependence arises
from the fact that the system’s mass changes as gravitational waves carry energy out of the system. We restrict our
attention to cross sections defined by constant background retarded time u. Analytically matching our multiscale
solution to the PM solution near I+ then yields the expansion

MB(u, ε) = M + ε[δM(ũ) + E0(ũ)] + ε2M
(2)
B (ũ) +O(ε3), (S1)

where the slowly evolving coefficients are functions of ũ = εu. This still leaves us with the freedom of choosing a
value of u at which to make our measurement. We can see that shifting our choice of slice by ∆u ∼ M will alter

M
(2)
B by ∆u d

dũM
(1)
B . To eliminate this ambiguity, we choose a preferred u, say u0, at which the physical parameters

characterizing the PM solution have the same value as those characterizing our multiscale solution at t̃ = t̃0. For

example, δM(ũ0) = δM(t̃0) and E(ũ0) = E(t̃0). M
(2)
B is then computed from the l= 0 mode of h̄2µν at r →∞ (after

transforming our solution to a Bondi-Sachs gauge at large r [S1]).
Measuring MBH comes with analogous choices, along with new ones. As our measure of BH mass, we use the

irreducible mass MBH =
√

A
16π , where A is the surface area of a two-dimensional spatial cross-section H of the

horizon. Since the BH is nonspinning through order ε, this should be a good measure of the BH’s energy [S2]. In
analogy with our choices at I+, we choose H by first slicing the spacetime around the BH into surfaces of constant
background advanced time v. Since we only have access to the metric at t̃ = t̃0, we do not know the location of the
BH’s true event horizon, which depends on the entire future history. Instead, we follow common practice in NR and
take H to be the apparent horizon on each slice v = constant. We find the location of H analytically, as a series in ε,
by solving Θ = 0, where Θ is the expansion of a null congruence passing orthogonally outward across H. This then
yields an expansion for MBH , given by

MBH(v, ε) = M + εδM(ṽ) + ε2M
(2)
BH(ṽ) +O(ε3), (S2)

where ṽ = εv. M
(2)
BH is given by a lengthy analytical formula with the schematic form ∼ h2,l=0

µν +∂ṽh
1,l=0
µν +[(h1µν)2]l=0,

where the fields are evaluated at r = 2M . Finally, we choose a preferred value of v, say v0, in the same manner we

chose u0. Note that the term ∝ ∂ṽh1µν in M
(2)
BH introduces an explicitly dissipative effect into our result, proportional

to the energy flux FH into the BH.

COMPARISON WITH THE FIRST LAW OF BINARY MECHANICS

Although there is prior numerical evidence, obtained by Zimmerman et al. [S5], that the FLBM applies remarkably
well to inspiraling BH binaries, that numerical study also found disagreement with the FLBM at a level comparable to
the difference between the 2PN and 3PN contributions. Like us, Zimmerman et al. also stressed that the comparison
necessarily involves many nonunique choices. Hence, as noted in the body of the letter, we should not be surprised
that our results for Ebind disagree with the binding energy obtained from the FLBM. We now highlight several specific
potential causes of disagreement.

• Finite-size effects. The version of the FLBM that works with an energy measured at infinity, rather than a
local mechanical energy, is derived assuming a binary of point particles. If instead one of the bodies is a finite-
sized black hole, then the method of derivation only applies in the case of corotating orbits, in which the black
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2

1/y ESF Econs. approx.
SF E1st law

SF ∆ESF ∆Econs. approx.
SF

5 −5.285(24± 29)× 10−2 −5.017(74± 29)× 10−2 −5.19043× 10−2 1.8× 10−2 3.3× 10−2

5.25 −4.735(83± 30)× 10−2 −4.535(90± 30)× 10−2 −4.60503× 10−2 2.8× 10−2 1.5× 10−2

5.5 −4.366(01± 32)× 10−2 −4.213(67± 32)× 10−2 −4.22641× 10−2 3.3× 10−2 3.0× 10−3

5.75 −4.101(94± 33)× 10−2 −3.983(91± 33)× 10−2 −3.96618× 10−2 3.4× 10−2 4.5× 10−3

6 −3.903(07± 35)× 10−2 −3.810(27± 35)× 10−2 −3.77662× 10−2 3.3× 10−2 8.9× 10−3

6.25 −3.745(93± 37)× 10−2 −3.672(02± 37)× 10−2 −3.63081× 10−2 3.2× 10−2 1.1× 10−2

6.5 −3.616(46± 38)× 10−2 −3.556(92± 38)× 10−2 −3.51297× 10−2 2.9× 10−2 1.3× 10−2

7 −3.408(94± 41)× 10−2 −3.369(14± 41)× 10−2 −3.32675× 10−2 2.5× 10−2 1.3× 10−2

8 −3.098(59± 46)× 10−2 −3.079(03± 46)× 10−2 −3.04741× 10−2 1.7× 10−2 1.0× 10−2

9 −2.854(51± 49)× 10−2 −2.843(93± 49)× 10−2 −2.82198× 10−2 1.2× 10−2 7.8× 10−3

10 −2.647(60± 53)× 10−2 −2.641(45± 53)× 10−2 −2.62628× 10−2 8.1× 10−3 5.8× 10−3

12 −2.308(81± 59)× 10−2 −2.306(38± 59)× 10−2 −2.29877× 10−2 4.4× 10−3 3.3× 10−3

14 −2.042(40± 64)× 10−2 −2.041(28± 64)× 10−2 −2.03717× 10−2 2.6× 10−3 2.0× 10−3

16 −1.828(50± 71)× 10−2 −1.827(93± 71)× 10−2 −1.82539× 10−2 1.7× 10−3 1.4× 10−3

18 −1.653(86± 81)× 10−2 −1.653(54± 81)× 10−2 −1.65151× 10−2 1.4× 10−3 1.2× 10−3

20 −1.508(10± 87)× 10−2 −1.507(91± 87)× 10−2 −1.50674× 10−2 9.0× 10−4 7.8× 10−4

25 −1.234(26± 90)× 10−2 −1.234(20± 90)× 10−2 −1.23383× 10−2 3.5× 10−4 3.0× 10−4

30 −1.04(37± 13)× 10−2 −1.04(37± 13)× 10−2 −1.04339× 10−2 3.2× 10−4 3.0× 10−4

40 −7.9(65± 23)× 10−3 −7.9(65± 23)× 10−3 −7.96242× 10−3 3.7× 10−4 3.6× 10−4

50 −6.4(30± 37)× 10−3 −6.4(30± 37)× 10−3 −6.43325× 10−3 5.2× 10−4 5.2× 10−4

TABLE I. Numerical results for the binding energies. The second column shows the result of our second-order self-force
calculation. Our (conservative) estimate of the numerical error is given in the brackets, e.g., −5.285(24 ± 29) × 10−2 =
(−5.28524 ± 0.00029) × 10−2. The numerical uncertainty in all our second-order results is dominated by discretization error.
The third column shows a conservative approximant to our second-order result achieved by artificially turning off the time
asymmetric terms in the boundary conditions (see the main text for details). The fourth column shows the result from the first
law of binary mechanics, as computed using the high-accuracy data in [S3]; all digits shown in this column are accurate. The
fifth and sixth columns shows the relative difference between the FLBM binding energy and the full second-order result and
its conservative approximant, respectively. All the data in this table can also be found digitally in the Black Hole Perturbation
Toolkit [S4].

hole rotates with the same angular velocity as the orbiting particle [S6] (and even in the case of corotation, this
formulation of the FLBM has only been derived at one order lower in ε than is relevant here). In our scenario,
with a nonrotating black hole, we may therefore expect a correction to the FLBM. There is also an inherent
nonuniqueness in identifying our MBH with the mass of the larger body in the FLBM: as a consequence of
our BH’s finite and time-varying size, our value of MBH could change if we adopted a different slicing of the
horizon, or if we worked with the event horizon rather than the apparent horizon. We also observed above that
our MBH includes a manifestly dissipative term, which presumably cannot appear in the FLBM. (However,
this term is numerically small because it is proportional to the flux of energy down the horizon, FH , which is
strongly suppressed relative to the flux to infinity [S7].)

• Time asymmetric boundary conditions. Although the i = 1, 3, 6, l= 0 field equations are time-symmetric,
our solution is not, because the physical boundary conditions smuggle in explicit time-antisymmetry. The l= 0
piece of the PM metric at large r naturally takes the form εh1αβ(εu, r, θ, φ) + ε2h2αβ(εu, r, θ, φ) + . . .. To convert

this into boundary conditions for our fields on slices of fixed t̃, we expand h1αβ(εu, r, θ, φ) around h1αβ(t̃, r, θ, φ),

giving rise to a term of the form εr∂t̃h
1
αβ in the boundary conditions for our second-order field. The same effect

occurs in the boundary condition near the horizon. Such time-antisymmetric boundary conditions presumably
cannot appear in the FLBM’s fully time-symmetric system.

Unlike other possible causes of disagreement, this one has an easily measured impact. Figure S1 shows the effect
of artificially turning off the time-antisymmetric terms in the boundary conditions. We see that doing so brings
the binding energy closer to the FLBM’s result, as one might expect. The complete data is presented in Table I.

• Time-symmetric contributions of time-antisymmetric fields.

In addition to our boundary conditions, the source in our field equations (10) contains a subtle dependence
on the time-asymmetry of our system. The second-order Einstein tensor has the schematic form δ2Gµν ∼
∂h1∂h1 +h1∂2h1. This means that even if we consider a time-symmetric piece of δ2Gµν , that piece will contain
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FIG. S1. Effect of time-asymmetric boundary conditions. The yellow circles and blue curve are as described in Fig. 1 in the
body of the letter. The red squares are obtained by artificially “turning off” the time-antisymmetric terms in the boundary
conditions.

products of time-antisymmetric first-order perturbations. It is not clear that this is compatible with the FLBM,
particularly with a Hamiltonian-based formulation of the FLBM; as advocated by [S8], a Hamiltonian approach
would more naturally be based on a construction using a time-symmetric Green’s function at every order in
perturbation theory, as opposed to our construction of the physical, retarded solution.

• Time asymmetric hereditary contributions

It is known from PM and PN theory that relativistic two-body dynamics can contain nonlocal-in-time, hereditary
integrals that depend on the system’s entire past history [S9, S10]. At 4PN, this leads to a nonlocal-in-time
Hamiltonian, first derived in [S11], which contains a certain time-symmetrized (and regularized) version of a
hereditary integral. Ultimately, that integral contributes a specific local-in-time term to the FLBM’s binding
energy [S12]. It is not clear whether such a time-symmetrized hereditary effect can appear in our calculation.

COMPARISON WITH POST-NEWTONIAN BINDING ENERGY

In order to better understand the difference between the second-order self-force binding energy and the FLBM
binding energy, it is instructive to compare our second-order numerical results with the analytic PN expansion of the
FLBM result. Using the high-order PN expansions in Ref. [S13], we find that the PN expansion of Eq. (14) is given
by

E1st law
SF =− y

3
+

13y2

24
+

35y3

16
+

(
−18245

1152
+

205π2

192

)
y4

+

(
719021

11520
− 448γ

15
− 9037π2

3072
− 896 log(2)

15
− 224 log(y)

15

)
y5 +O(y6), (S3)

where γ ' 0.5772 is the Euler gamma constant. Here the y1 term is the Newtonian (0PN) contribution. Successively
higher powers of y correspond to higher PN corrections, given above up to 4PN. We note that at these PN orders,
this result for the binding energy has also been derived directly within PN theory; the PN conservative dynamics are
consistent with the FLBM to at least 4PN [S12]. However, this PN binding energy is again not necessarily equivalent
to ours, as it is defined from a mechanical energy in the conservative, Hamiltonian dynamics. Hence, it may disagree
with our results at some PN order.

To investigate this possibility, we compare successively higher truncations of the above series with our numerical
results. This comparison is detailed in Fig. S2. It strongly suggests that the two binding energies agree through the
first four PN orders (0–3PN). Our numerical accuracy at large orbital radii is too low to confidently identify the 4PN
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FIG. S2. Comparison of our second-order binding energy results with the PN series for the FLBM binding energy. The dots
show the absolute difference between our numerical results for the second-order binding energy and the successively higher
PN approximations to the FLBM binding energy. Reading top to bottom along y = 0.05, we have ESF , |ESF − E1st law

SF,0PN |,
|ESF − E1st law

SF,1PN |, etc. Along y = 0.05 (reading top to bottom), the five solid curves show the PN series (S3) starting at yn

with n = 0, 1, . . . , 4 respectively. After subtracting each PN approximation, the numerical results lie close to the next-order PN
truncation of the series. This continues until the bottom dataset (|ESF −E1st law

SF,3PN |), which does not approach the 4PN result.
Although on the figure the data appears to approach the bottom (4PN) curve, the data and the 4PN series are approximately
the same magnitude but opposite in sign. At large radii (small y) numerical noise is visible in our data after subtracting many
PN terms.

(y5) coefficient in our results, partly because such fitting is made challenging by the presence of log y terms. But the
data does suggest that there is a disagreement at 4PN: our coefficient of y5 appears to have the opposite sign from
the PN result.

Notably, two of the effects we highlighted in the previous section arise at precisely this PN order. First, the time-
antisymmetric terms in our boundary conditions turn out to contribute a term to Ebind equal to minus the energy
flux to infinity, F∞, which scales as ∼ y5. Second, time-symmetrized hereditary contributions to the conservative
PN dynamics first enter at 4PN. While we can artificially turn off our time-antisymmetric boundary term, doing so
does not bring our results into agreement. This indicates that the disagreement is very likely related to the time-
symmetrized hereditary effects. Because those effects are subtler and more difficult to adjust for, we leave deeper
investigation of this issue to future work.
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